The Mantle of Joseph
I heard the Lord say "Those doors that you have closed, those doors that have not
opened, these are the SECOND BEST doors. They are the doors that are not the BEST
for you. I am about to open a DOOR to you that is My best for you that is going to exceed
your wildest dreams, expectations and hopes. In these doors opening you will see more
doors open, greater favor, greater provision and increase that would have been released
to you in the door you were hoping would open, or door that closed. Do not be
disheartened My people, these doors are turning to springboards to lead you into MORE
than you could ever imagine."
Instantly I saw doors that were dripping in anointing! They were dripping in the anointing of
the Holy Spirit and there was a HUGE mantle over the doors. When I looked at the mantle
closer I saw it said "MANTLE OF JOSEPH".
I felt the Lord then saying "I am releasing My people right now in this season through
unexpected doors and surprise doors that are going to see them carrying a mantle like the
mantle of Joseph. Between the door that closed and these doors opening has been a PIT
for many. In that place I have prepared them, shaped them, built their character and taught
them greater integrity. Now I open doors before them that will see them positioned in
greater favor. In the lessons they have learnt in perseverance and stewardship, and
sensitivity to My Spirit and leading they will now see all they put their hands to where My
Spirit is leading turn to gold. They will be brought before people of great influence, and
kings and queens to see radical breakthrough and My Glory released in ways they could
never have imagined. I am about to do MORE through them in these new doors than has
EVER been done through them in the doors they have walked through in their lives UP
UNTIL this point." 1
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